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Name Abbreviation 

Ammonia NH3 

Atomic force microscopy AFM 

Boundary element method BEM 

Dimethylformamide DMF 

Dye-sensitized solar cell DSSC 

Enhancement factor EF 

Hydrogen peroxide H2O2 

Incident photon to current efficiency IPCE 

Induced transparency IT 

Internal conversion IC 

Intersystem crossing ISC 

Light-emitting diode LED 

Localized surface plasmon LSP 

Metal nanoparticle MNP 

Near-infrared region NIM 

Photodynamic therapy PDT 

Poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) PVP 

Polyethylene imine PEI 

Polymethyl methacrylate PMMA 

Polystyrene sulfonate PSS 

Scanning electron microscopy SEM 

Silver nanoprism AgPM 

Silver nitrate AgNO3 

Sodium borohydride NaBH3 

Sodium hydroxide NaOH 

Tetraphenyl porphyrin TPP 

Transmission electron microscopy TEM 

Triplet-triplet annihilation TTA 
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1-0. General Introduction 

Society faces the unprecedented environmental issues including the global warming 

and the depletion of the fossil fuel, thus, utilizing the optoelectronic devices driven under 

the sun, which is an inexhaustible energy source, has been focused. Scientists have 

designed and synthesized photofunctional materials for the high-performance devices. To 

control photoreactions at a nanoscale dimension freely has been recognized as one of the 

approaches for the improvement of the performance of the devices further. Under such 

the background, metal nanoparticles have attractive much attention owing to their 

peculiar ability that confine the light at a nanospace below diffraction limit. Significant 

improvement of the optoelectronic devices has been demonstrated by introducing the 

metal nanoparticles into them. In recent years, it has been shown that the hybridization of 

the photofunctional materials and the metal nanoparticles exhibit newly photochemical 

reactions. By utilizing the metal nanoparticles, the modern society will exceed the 

technological limits in the future.
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1-1. Photophysical Process of Porphyrins as Photosensitizers 

Porphyrins have a structure similar to chlorophylls used in the natural photosynthesis 

and are widely used as photosensitizers in optoelectronic devices including solar cells, [1] 

photocatalysts, [2] and in photochemical reactions including photodynamic therapy (PDT) 
[3] and photon up-conversion via triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA). [3] These light-driven 

systems depend on basic photophysical processes of porphyrins including a 

photoexcitation, an internal conversion (IC), an emission (fluorescence or 

phosphorescence) and an intersystem crossing (ISC). These processes can be described 

in Jablonski diagram (Figure 1-1). 

 

 

Figure 1-1. Jablonski diagram nor basic photophysical processes. 

 

Porphyrins absorb irradiated photons corresponding to their energy gap, leading to the 

photoexcitation from the energetically lower singlet ground state (S0) to the higher excited 

singlet state (Sn). The higher excited state is rapidly deactivated non-radiatively via IC 

and transit to the lowest excited singlet state (S1), followed by emitting photons 

(fluorescence). Series of these energy flows occur in the several to several ten 

nanoseconds generally. If a rate of ISC, which is a spin-forbidden transition, is fast decay 

process, the transition from Sn to Tn becomes possible. Likewise, higher energies of Tn 

are deactivated via IC, followed by emitting phosphorescence from the lowest excited 

triplet state (T1). In general, the transition from the singlet state to the triplet state is a very 

slow process because this process leads a change in spin-multiplicity of electrons. 
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However, if a heavy metal such as ruthenium, palladium, and platinum is introduced into 

the center of the porphyrin skeleton, ISC becomes fast process owing to the strong spin-

orbit coupling by the heavy metal effect. Since the transition from the triplet state to the 

singlet state is also the spin-forbidden, the lifetime of the excited triplet state is longer 

(several millisecond) than that of the excited singlet state (several nanosecond).  

An optical property of porphyrins has been known to be affected by various factors 

including a length of π-conjugated chain, [5] a polarity in the solvent, [6] an aggregation 

state, [7] a kind of the heavy metal in the core, [8] and so on. In fact, an incident photon to 

current efficiency (IPCE) was improved from dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) based 

on porphyrins bearing π-conjugated cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. [9] An extension of π-

conjugation makes an absorption wavelength of porphyrins to longer and wider 

wavelength regions. Therefore, solar cells can harvest photons on broadband wavelength 

regions, leading to an increase in photocurrents. Controlling the optical property of 

porphyrins is an important research subject for the development of high-efficiency light 

driven devices.
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1-2. Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance of Noble Metal 

Nanoparticles 

Unlike a bulk metal, noble metal nanoparticles (MNPs) exhibit a unique optical 

property. [10] When the MNPs resonant with an external electromagnetic field such as the 

light, a collective oscillation of free electrons in the conduction band results from an 

excitation of a LSP resonance (Figure 1-2). 

 

 
Figure 1-2. Cartoon on the electromagnetic nields induced by the LSP resonance. 

 

Irradiated photons are confined to a space below several nanometer on the surface of 

the MNPs, thus, strength of these electromagnetic fields (E-fields) induced by the LSP 

gets stronger than that of the external fields. 

Now, by using a wavelength-dependent dielectric constant of the MNPs (ε1) and a 

surrounding medium (ε2), the polarizability (α) of the MNPs with the radius a can be 

written as equation (1,2) [10,11] 

 

� = g���・・・(1) 

 

g� =
����� − ��
����� + 2�� ・・・(2) 

 

Also, the electric field of the incident electromagnetic wave can be denoted by the 

vector E0 in the x direction, leading to E0 = E0��, where �� is a unit vector. If a is much 

smaller than the wavelength, by solving Maxwell’s equations, the E-field around the 

surface of the MNP is given by equation (3) [10, 11] 
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	��� =  	��� −  �	� 
 ���� −
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�	 ���� + �� + �����  ・・・(3) 

 

Furthermore, by using the eq.1, absorption cross section (Cabs) and scattering cross 

section (Cscat) can be written in equations (4) and (5), respectively, 

 

�
�� = 4�Im(g�)・・・(4) 

��
 =
8

3
��|g�|�・・・(5) 

 

Here, x = 2πa(ε0)1/2/λ, where ε0 is the dielectric constant in a vacuum. From these 

equations, it can be seen that the dielectric constants and polarizability are important 

parameters to determine the property of absorption and scattering and the strength of the 

E-fields around the MNPs. 

It has been discovered that the optical property of photofunctional materials, which are 

positioned in the fields induced by the LSP resonance, can be variously altered. By 

regarding this strong E-fields as the strong light-matter interaction space, an attempt to 

control and improve the optical property of photofunctional materials has been 

conducting. 
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1-3. Plasmonic Materials 

1-3-1. Anisotropic Silver Nanoplate 

The E-field intensity, induced by the LSP excitation, is affected by several structural 

parameters such as the shape (sphere, rod, cube, star, and prism), the size (small and large), 

and the kind of metals (Au, Ag, Cu and Al) (Figure 1-3). [10] 

 

 
Figure 1-3. Dependence on the nield intensity on several structural parameters. 

 

The E-field has been confined and the intensity of that has been strengthened at a point 

having higher curvature (lightning rod effect). [10] Among various plasmonic materials, 

an anisotropic silver nanoplate, silver nanoprisms (AgPMs) show very intense E-fields at 

its corners (Figure 1-3). [12] In addition, the LSP of AgPMs can be excited over broad 

wavelength regions from visible to near-infrared region (NIM) by changing an aspect ratio 

of an edge length to a thickness of AgPMs (Figure 1-4). [13] These facts derived from the 

small imaginary part (which hinder the electron motion, leading to Ohmic loss) of the 

dielectric function of silver in the wavelength regions. [13]  
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Figure 1-4. Morphological and optical neature on AgPRs. 
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1-3-2. Chemical Synthesis 

The LSP expression wavelength of AgPRs can be controlled by changing the aspect 

ratio. [12] Thus, excellent synthetic methods focused on controlling the shape of AgPRs 

have been reported in the field of colloidal chemistry. Xinyi et al. developed a stepwise 

reduction method by using sodium borohydride (NaBH4) and trisodium citrate, in which 

strict surfactants and capping agents were not required. [15] However, their synthetic 

approach could not control the size of AgPRs and the LSP band was broad. These facts 

were detrimental to be used in the application. Aherne et al. demonstrated a highly 

reproducible and rapid preparation method of AgPRs. [16] First, silver seeds are prepared 

in an aqueous media by combining trisodium citrate (as a stabilizer), poly(sodium 

styrenesulphonate) (as a stabilizer), sodium borohydride (as a reducing agent), and silver 

nitride (as a silver source). Next, various quantities of seed solution containing ascorbic 

acid are added to an aqueous solution of silver nitride, leading to the formation of the 

various AgPRs with different edge length (Figure 1-5). Haber et al. reported that a 

scalable and refined protocol for the synthesis of AgPRs with different sizes by 

optimizing the experimental condition. [17] Also, Pastoriza-Santos et al. synthesized the 

AgPRs using poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) in N, N-dimethylformamide (DMF). [18] This 

method makes AgPRs possible to disperse in different organic solvents. Various synthesis 

methods enable AgPRs to use in the wide applications. 

 

 
Figure 1-5. Photoghaph and nohmalized extinction spectha hepohted by Ref. [17]. 
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1-3-3. Plasmon-Mediated Photochemical Synthesis 

In 2001, Jin et al. developed a photoinduced synthesis of AgPMs for the first time. [19] 

They found that when an aqueous solution of citrate-stabilized Ag nanospheres with a 

diameter below 10 nm was irradiated with a conventional light, its spherical shape turned 

to triangle one. Also, it has been demonstrated that LSP excitation is an important role in 

the photoinduced synthesis. Procedure of the plasmon-mediated photochemical synthesis 

have been proposed as below. [20-22] 

 

Step 1: An aqueous solution of citrate-stabilized Ag nanospheres with a diameter 10 

nm is irradiated with the light which the LSP can be excited. 

Step 2: After the deactivation of the LSP, hot holes and hot electrons are generated in 

the Ag nanosphere. The hot holes oxidize capping agents adsorbed on the surface of the 

Ag nanosphere, which makes the Ag nanosphere to an electron rich state. At the same 

stage, a part of the Ag nanosphere is also photo-oxidized by dissolved oxygen species, 

resulting in Ag+ (Ag + 1/2 O2 + H2O → Ag+ + 2OH-). 

Step 3: Excess amounts of electrons reduce Ag+, subsequently, Ag0 are formed and 

consumed by an anisotropic growth, resulting in the formation of AgPMs. 

 

Xue and Mirkin controlled the size of AgPMs by changing the pH of colloidal aqueous 

solution of Ag and selecting the wavelength of the irradiation light. [23] By adding an 

aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) into the Ag colloidal aqueous solution to 

make hard acidic condition, interparticle electrostatic repulsion becomes strong. This 

suppresses a fusion process of AgPMs, resulting in the formation of smaller sized AgPMs. 

In contrast, in the case without adjusting the pH, AgPMs growth slowly until they cannot 

absorb photons, resulting in the formation of larger sized AgPMs. Furthermore, they found 

that the correlation in the irradiation wavelength and the size of AgPMs formed by 

corresponding irradiation light. This excellent approach enables us to synthesize AgPMs 

showing LSP band on wide wavelength range from 500 to over 1200 nm. 

The plasmon-mediated photochemical synthesis method have advantageous including 

high reproducibility, narrow particle size distribution. In addition to that, no need to use 

the strong stabilizer such as cetyltrimethylammonium bromide is important. It is because 

the stabilizer strongly binds to the surface of AgPMs, making the modification of the 

surface functionality of AgPMs difficult. [23] AgPMs will be widely used for the 

improvement of device performances and for the study of light-matter interaction. 
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1-4. Effect of LSP on Optical Property 

When fluorophores (e.g. quantum dots, organic molecules, carbon materials) are 

positioned in the E-fields induced by the LSP, as well as the LSP bands overlap with the 

absorption or emission bands of the fluorophores, leading to the modification of an 

excitation efficiency and a radiative decay process. [25] These mechanisms can be 

described as shown in Figure 1-6 and are depicted in Figure 1-7. [26]  

 

 

Figure 1-6. Effects of in the phesence oh absence of the plasmonic metal nanopahticle of the optical 

phocess of fluohophohes positioned in the E-fields. 

 

 

������� ����� �������� ��� ���� ������� ��� ���� ���� ���������� ��� ���� �������� ��������� ��� �������������

��������������������������� 

 

E, Γ0 and knr represent the rate of excitation, radiative decay and non-radiative decay in 

the absence of the plasmonic metal, while ELSP, ΓLSP and kLSP are those in the presence of 

plasmonic metal. Fluorescence emission quantum yields, in the absence or presence of 
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the LSP effect, can be written in equation (4) and (5), respectively. [26] 

 

� =
��

�� + ��� ・・・�4� �������� �� �ℎ�  !��"��#� "���!� 
 

���� =
�� +  ����

��  +  ���� + ��� + ���� ・・・�5� ($������� �� �ℎ�  !��"��#� "���!) 

 

From Figure 1-6 and equations (4 and 5), it is understood that the excitation enhancement 

results in the increase in the amounts of the excited state species, and the LSP-induced 

radiative decay acceleration is of particular effective to the fluorophores with intrinsically 

low emission quantum yield. 

The enhancement mechanisms by the LSP has been supported experimentally and 

theoretically by many researchers. For example, in the case of the excitation enhancement, 

since the E-field can act as a light-harvesting antenna, fluorophores in the fields can 

experience the concentrated photon flux. Zasedatelev et al. demonstrated the 

enhancement of an absorption coefficient of a phthalocyanine layer on plasmonic gold 

nanoparticle and revealed that the enhancement has resulted from the intense plasmonic 

field (Figure 1-8). [27] 

 

 

Figure 1-8. SEM image on the nanocomposite on phthalocyanine and gold nanoparticle and theoretical 

calculation by Ren [27]. 

 

In the case of the radiative decay acceleration, this is achieved by an energy transfer from 

the energy of the excited singlet state of fluorophores to the MNPs. After the deactivation 

of the LSP, the MNPs scatter photons with the same spectral shape of fluorophores. The 

enhancement of an emission intensity can be achieved, since the energy supposed to be 

decayed non-radiatively is transferred to the MNPs which leads to an increase in the 
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radiative decay rate. Zhang et al. reported the fluorophore’s structured emission which is 

coupled to plasmon of silver island films. [28] Also, Munechika et al. achieved the 

fluorescence enhancement with spectral dependences from quantum dots near AgPMs by 

measuring a dark field scattering. [29] This result clearly showed an importance of spectral 

overlapping of the LSP wavelength with the emission wavelength of fluorophores for 

efficient emission enhancement. 

Like fluorescence enhancement mechanism, the radiative decay process from the 

triplet excited state, which emits phosphorescence, can also be modified by the LSP. Pan 

et al. observed 200-fold enhancement in the phosphorescence intensity from a 

phosphorescent porphyrin derivative with a silver nanotextured film. [30] By analyzing the 

results, they found that the phosphorescence enhancement contained the increase in the 

absorption, the acceleration of the radiative decay rate, and a metallic quenching which 

is detrimental to the emission enhancement. The dependence of the film thickness on an 

enhancement factor was observed owing to the presence of the metallic quenching, 

suggesting an exist of the optimized spatial distance of fluorophores and plasmonic 

materials. 

In recent years, new aspects of light-matter interaction has been attracted much 

attention. When the LSP band well-overlapped with the resonance band of the exciton, 

the plasmon (LSP) - exciton coupling state is formed. [31-33] Coupling strength represents 

the degree of energy transfer between LSP and exciton of emitters, and depending on its 

strength, the coupling state is classified into three; weak, intermediate and strong coupling 

regime. The system shows different optical property corresponding to respective coupling 

regimes.  

In the weak coupling regime, spectral dips on the scattering spectra of the LSP - exciton 

system is generated, but that is not observed on the absorption spectra. [35-37] These 

spectral features suggest an enhanced absorption. Absorption enhancement of excitonic 

components is occurred whereas the energy of plasmonic components is damped. The 

enhanced absorption component of excitonic materials offset the damped energy 

generated on LSP, thus, extinction (absorption + scattering) spectra almost unchanged 

(Figure 1-9, upper). Balci et al. observed the 15-fold absorption enhancement of organic 

molecules coupled to surface plasmon polariton. [38] They attributed the enhancement to 

the weak coupling regime. 

In the strong coupling regime, the coherent energy transfer between plasmon and 

exciton results in the hybridization of respective eigenmodes. Thus, the plasmon-exciton 

system behaves quasi-particle. Absorption and scattering spectra of the system under the 

strong coupling regime is energetically splitted into a higher and lower energy state 
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(Figure 1-9, bottom). [30-33] This splitting is called a Mabi splitting. Wersall et al. 

synthesized the core (AgPMs) - shell (J-aggregates of cyanine dyes) geometry and 

observed splitting in the scattering as well as photoluminescence spectra. [39] The result 

indicated the LSP of AgPMs strongly interacted with an exciton of cyanine dyes, and the 

photons scattered from the hybridized energy states produced by the strong coupling. In 

the intermediate coupling regime, changes in its optical property show “intermediate” 

between weak and strong coupling. [37] Spectral dips can be observed on both absorption 

and scattering spectra, but that is not generated on emission spectra (Figure 1-9, middle). 

This spectral dip is attributed to an induced transparency (IT). Zhao et al. reported that 

photoluminescence enhancement from transition metal dichalcogenides hybridized with 

silver nanoparticles, which showed the IT. [30] Although the plasmon - exciton coupling 

has a great potential to manipulate light - matter interaction further, the interpretation of 

effect of respective coupling regime on photophysical property still remain complicated 

and unclear. 

 

 
Figure 1-9. Change in the extinction, absorption and scattering spectra under the dinnerent coupling 

regime. 
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1-5. Application of LSP Resonance 

Myriad investigations not only for the effect of the LSP on basic optical property but 

also the applications utilizing the LSP, have been reported. 

 

Application 1: Photoelectric conversion 

Akiyama et al. observed photocurrent enhancements from nanostructured assembly of 

porphyrin and plasmonic gold nanoparticles. [31] The enhanced photocurrent was ascribed 

to the increased excitation efficiency of porphyrin molecules by the E-field of the LSP. 

We have also reported previously the photocurrent enhancement attributed to the 

photoexcitation enhancement of porphyrins by using different plasmonic materials and 

geometries such as 2D half shell arrays composed of Au, Ag and Cu, and AgPMs 

monodispersed onto an electrode (Figure 1-10). [32-35] 

 

 
Figure 1-10. Schematic diagram on photo-electric conversion system composed on porphyrin 

derivative and AgPRs, and photocurrent values by Ren [45]. 

 

Also, Kawawaki et al. developed the high-efficiency solar cell, which is comprised of 

PbS quantum dot and ZnO nanowire, incorporated plasmonic silver nanocubes (Figure 

1-11). [36] They improved the energy conversion efficiency of the solar cell from 4.45 % 

to 6.03%. 

 

.  

Figure 1-11. Plasmonic solar cell comprised on PbS quantum dot / ZnO nanowire by Ren [46]. 
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Solar cells incorporated plasmonic materials are called plasmonic solar cells in recent 

years. The related research will attract much attention further for solving the energy 

problem. 

 

Application 2: Emission device 

Kwon et al. demonstrated the plasmon-enhanced photoluminescence intensity from 

light-emitting diodes (LEDs) combined with silver nanoparticles (Figure 1-12). [37] They 

attributed the enhanced emission intensity to the increase in the spontaneous emission 

rate. 

 

 

Figure 1-12. Schematic 3D representation on a InGaN/GaN LED with embedded Ag nanoparticles 

nrom Ren [47]. 

 

Fu et al. synthesized the hybrid nanocomplex of a dye labeled single stranded DNA 

and a biotin end-capped gold plasmonic nanorod and observed 40-fold emission 

enhancement. [38] Kinkhabwala et al. observed a huge fluorescence enhancement up to 

1340-fold from single dye molecules positioned at the points where the hot spot generated 

between adjacent plasmonic nanoparticles (Figure 1-13). [39] These results have a great 

potential in the sensor applications including a label free detection, [50] a single molecule 

imaging. [51] 
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Figure 1-13. Schematic diagram nor the hot spot generated between adjacent interparticle. 

 

Application 3: Manipulation of photochemical dynamics 

In the strong coupling regime, unexpected photochemical reaction never reported have 

been observed. Munkhbat et al. reported a suppression of a photobleaching of hybrids 

comprised of J-aggregates and AgPMs under the strong coupling, and they concluded the 

change in photobleaching dynamics, which attributed to the drastic modification of the 

relaxation pathway by the strong coupling. [52] Berghuis et al. demonstrated the enhanced 

delayed fluorescence via singlet fission in tetracene crystals deposited on plasmonic 

nanoparticle arrays. [53] Splitting in the extinction spectra and emission enhancement was 

observed from the strongly coupled system. Interestingly, the wavelength, at which 

emission enhancement occurred, coincided to splitting peak. They suggested that the 

triplet excited state was harvested in the separated energy state, resulting in the enhanced 

emission (Figure 1-14). 
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Figure 1-14. Jablonski diagham foh tethacene chystals (a) uncoupled and (b) sthongly coupled with 

plasmonic ahhays by Ref [53]. 
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1-6. Object and Outline of This Dissertation 

Modification of the optical property of porphyrins as photosensitizers has been 

attempted by many researchers for the high-performance light driven devices. Mecently, 

it has been known that the LSP of the MNPs can significantly alter the optical property 

of photofunctional materials as the result of LSP - exciton interactions. The LSP-induced 

excitation and emission enhancement phenomena have been recognized to useful for the 

improvement of the device performance. Furthermore, it has been found that the 

interaction between LSP and exciton of photofunctional materials leads to the strong 

coupling state, which shows unexpected photochemical phenomena. However, the effects 

of the LSP on the optical property of photofunctional materials containing the 

complicated photoelement process such as ISC, is still unclear. In addition, the attempt 

utilizing the interaction of LSP and exciton to the real application have not much 

progressed. 

Under such the background, we established the synthesis method of precisely-tuned 

LSP wavelength of AgPMs and investigated the optical property of the hybrids comprised 

of phosphorescent porphyrin derivatives with AgPMs by various spectroscopic 

measurement. Furthermore, as a first step for the real application utilizing the LSP - 

exciton interaction, we tried to construct the structure comprised of tetraphenyl porphyrin 

and AgPMs showing LSP - exciton interaction at multiple wavelengths in visible region. 

 This thesis is based on the results obtained in Chapters 2 and 3. 

 In Chapter 2, we investigated the change in the optical property of the hierarchical 

structure composed of phosphorescent palladium derivative and AgPMs. Although the 

significant phosphorescence intensity was obtained owing to rate of ISC of the 

metalloporphyrin is nearly 1, very high fluorescence intensity was observed by the 

regulation of LSP expression wavelength. By the lifetime measurement, it was revealed 

that intrinsically slow process of fluorescence radiation was drastically accelerated by the 

LSP. And, the results suggested that the accelerated process competes with intrinsically 

very fast process, ISC. Furthermore, we found that these changes in the optical property 

depended on not only the LSP expression wavelength, but also, the spatial distance 

between nanoparticles and molecules. 

 In Chapter 3, we investigated the optical property of hybrids comprised of 

tetraphenylporphyrin and AgPMs showing strictly-tuned LSP wavelength and achieved 

the absorption enhancement based on the LSP-exciton interaction over wide visible 

wavelength regions. Moreover, by investigating the fluorescence enhancement 

phenomena of the hybrids, we succeeded in the quantitative evaluation of enhanced -light 

absorption property. 
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 In Chapter 4, this thesis was summarized. We found that the complicated photoelement 

process including ISC could be affected strongly by the LSP, which will lead to the 

development of biosensing and light emitting device. And, it was demonstrated that the 

enhanced light absorption property based on the LSP-exciton interaction over wide 

wavelength regions, suggesting the usefulness of utilizing the LSP-exciton interaction for 

the development of the solar energy converting device.
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Optical Property of Phosphorescent Porphyrin 

with Silver Nanoprisms 
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2-0. Summary 

 Emissive mode control of fluorescence and phosphorescence is an important research 

subject for the development of optical devices. In this chapter, we investigated the 

radiative decay process of the hybrids composed of phosphorescent palladium porphyrin 

derivative (Pd-porphyrin), in which the rate of intersystem crossing is nearly 1 and 

triangular silver nanoprisms (AgPMs). Significant fluorescence intensity was obtained 

from the hybrids, in which localized surface plasmon (LSP) wavelength of AgPMs was 

adjusted to fluorescence wavelength of Pd-porphyrin. From the fluorescence lifetime 

measurement, it was suggested that the radiative decay process of the excited singlet state 

of Pd-porphyrin was accelerated by LSP resonance and its modified process competed 

with ultrafast ISC process. Moreover, when we controlled a spatial distance between Pd-

porphyrin and AgPMs, the opposite dependences of fluorescence and phosphorescence on 

the distance was observed. This result indicated that the distance in the order of 

nanometers between them is one of the important parameters to control emissive property 

of Pd-porphyrin. We demonstrated the succeeding in emissive mode control of Pd-

porphyrin by precisely tuning the LSP wavelength. Mesults obtained in this chapter will 

contribute to the development of optical devices such as organic light emitting diodes 

(OLED), bioimaging, biosensing, and laser. 
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2-1. Introduction 

The techniques controlling exciton dynamics in emitters are very important because of 

the contribution to bioimaging, biosensing, and performance improvement of advanced 

optical devices like organic light-emitting diodes. [1-3] In particular, the arbitrary 

adjustment between the fluorescence and the phosphorescence in relaxation processes is 

an important challenge for the development of intelligent emissive materials because 

different spectral regions within visible to near-infrared wavelengths are covered by these 

emissive modes owing to the difference in their emission energies. The selective control 

between the phosphorescence from the triplet excited state and the fluorescence from the 

singlet excited state of metalloporphyrins has been achieved by controlling the 

intramolecular singlet-triplet transition through the selection of the metal centre. [5,6] Also, 

recently, the emissive mode of molecular gold nanoclusters ([core + exo]-type [Au8]3+) 

could be controlled between fluorescence and phosphorescence by adjusting nanocluster 

aggregation state. [7] In addition, in some π-functional molecules, the singlet-triplet 

emissive switching was achieved by the formation of their helical self-assembly. [8,9] 

However, the development of an arbitrary control technique between the fluorescence and 

the phosphorescence is still challenging because the successful examples are few.          

Mecently, the nanophotonics-based radiative decay engineering techniques are being 

developed rapidly. In particular, the LSP resonance of metal nanoparticles has a powerful 

impact on the relaxation processes of photoexcited emitters by Purcell effect. [10-13] 

According to the radiating plasmon model, when the extinction band of LSP resonance 

of metal nanoparticles spectrally overlaps with the fluorescence band of fluorophores, the 

nonradiative energy transfer from the adjacent fluorophores to the LSP is induced, leading 

to the enhanced far-field radiation created by highly-efficient scattering of metal 

nanoparticles. [15-20] Likewise, the plasmon-coupled phosphorescence can be induced by 

the overlapping of the LSP resonance band with the phosphorescence band of phosphors. 
[21-23] However, the LSP resonance of metal nanoparticles could rarely change the intrinsic 

major relaxation pathway of emitters from phosphorescence to fluorescence radiation and 

vice versa. Exceptionally, it has recently been reported that the fluorescence of a platinum 

porphyrin derivative, in which the intersystem crossing rate (ΦISC) is close to 1 owing to 

the strong spin-orbit coupling by the presence of the heavy platinum atom, was 

substantially enhanced by the surface plasmon of nonmetallic graphene nanosheets. [23] 

The strong effect of graphene plasmon on the relaxation process of the photoexcited 

metalloporphyrin was suggested to be owing to the localization charges at the interface 

between graphene and platinum porphyrin faced on the graphene. [25-27] 

We report in this study that the arbitrary control of emissive modes between 
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fluorescence and phosphorescence of a palladium porphyrin derivative, which 

intrinsically shows phosphorescence emission as a major relaxation process (ΦISC: ~1), is 

possible through the interaction with the LSP resonances of plasmonic metal 

nanoparticles. In particular, as we concluded here, the prominent generation of 

fluorescence, a manifestation of the dramatically changed intrinsic radiation property, was 

the result of effective competition of the nonradiative energy transfer from the singlet 

excited state of palladium porphyrin to the LSP of AgPMs against the ultrafast 

intramolecular intersystem crossing in the palladium porphyrin. Furthermore, the 

dependences of phosphorescence and fluorescence intensities on the distance between the 

AgPM surfaces and the palladium porphyrin exhibited interesting opposite trends. 

Consequently, it was demonstrated that the emissive property can be controlled by 

adjusting the distance as well as the control of LSP resonance wavelengths of AgPMs. 
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2-2. Experimental Section 

Materials 

Milli-Q-grade water (resistivity: 18.2 MΩ cm) was used to prepare all aqueous 

solutions. Toluene was purchased from Kishida Chemical (Japan). Sodium 

tetrahydroborate (NaBH3), silver nitrate (AgNO3), PEI (MW: ~10,000), and PMMA were 

purchased from Fujifilm Wako Pure Chemical (Japan). Trisodium citrate dihydrate, 

sodium hydroxide (NaOH), and hydrogen peroxide solution (H2O2, 30%) were purchased 

from Kanto Chemical (Japan). PSS (MW: ~70,000) and Pd-porphyrin were purchased 

from Sigma Aldrich (United States). All chemicals were used without further purification. 

 

Measurements 

Absorption and extinction spectra were recorded by a JASCO V-630 spectrophotometer. 

Emission spectra were measured by a JASCO FP-8600. Scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

measurements were conducted using a Hitachi S-4500, a Hitachi HF-2000 and a Hitachi 

SPI-3800N-SPA400, respectively. The fluorescence decay profiles were measured with a 

time-resolved luminescence spectrometer based on a streak camera (Hamamatsu, C4334). 

The excitation wavelength was 400 nm (second harmonic of the output from a Ti:sapphire 

��������������-Physics, Tsunami). The repetition rate of the oscillator was reduced from 

80 to 8 MHz with a pulse selector (Spectra-Physics, Model 3980). For phosphorescence 

lifetime measurements, a blue laser diode (402 nm) equipped with an optical chopper was 

used as a light source and phosphorescence was detected with a photomultiplier 

(Hamamatsu, M928) after being dispersed with a monochromator (JASCO, M50-T). 

Signals were processed with an oscilloscope and accumulated with a computer. 

Electromagnetic field enhancement contours of AgPMs were calculated by BEM within 

quasi-static (QS) approximation using MNPBEM17 program on MATLAB. [63] The 

employed dielectric function of silver was obtained from the report of Makic et al. [65] All 

the measurements were performed under atmospheric conditions, except for the 

investigation of the optical property of the Pd-porphyrin in a toluene solution 

 

Synthesis of AgPRs 

Two kinds of AgPMs (SAgPMs and LAgPMs), which had different aspect ratios, were 

synthesized by a modified photochemical method described previously. [33-36] A freshly 

prepared aqueous solution containing NaBH3 (0.2 mM, 1 mL) as a reductant and 

trisodium citrate (5 mM, 100 mL) as a stabilizer were added to an aqueous solution 

containing AgNO3 (1 mM, 100 mL) in an ice bath, followed by stirring for 1 h to 
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synthesize Ag nanospheres (average diameter: ~10 nm). The pH of Ag colloidal aqueous 

solution was adjusted to 11.2 by the addition of an aqueous solution of NaOH (0.2 M) 

and then the solution was irradiated for 24 h with light from a light emitting diode (LED) 

with a center wavelength of 470 nm, resulting in the formation of SAgPMs. The LAgPMs 

were synthesized by the sequential irradiation of LED light with center wavelengths of 

470 nm (the irradiation time: 2.0 h, 525 nm (0.5 h), and 590 nm (48 h). 

 

Preparation of Hybrids of AgPRs and Pd-porphyrin 

The glass substrates (1.5 × 2.0 cm2) were immersed into a mixture solution of H2O2 

(30 %) and NH3 (28 %) (1/1 = v/v) at 100 ºC for 1 h to clean the surfaces, followed by 

washing with Milli-Q water. Then, the glass substrates were immersed into an aqueous 

solution of positively charged PEI (4.5 mg/mL) for 1 min, followed by washing 

thoroughly with Milli-Q water. The resultant PEI-modified glass substrates were 

immersed into the colloidal aqueous solution of AgPMs to deposit the AgPMs onto the 

glass surfaces (SAgPMs/glass and LAgPMs/glass) via the electrostatic interaction. 

The hybrid thin layers consisting of the AgPMs and the Pd-porphyrin were prepared by 

spin-coating (3000 rpm, 30 sec) a toluene solution of PMMA (2 mg/mL) containing Pd-

porphyrin (0.05 mM) as an emitter onto the AgPMs-deposited glass substrates (Pd-

porphyrin/SAgPMs and Pd-porphyrin/LAgPMs). A reference sample without any AgPMs 

was prepared by spin-coating the Pd-porphyrin solution onto a bare glass substrate 

according to the manner as described above. 

 

Investigation of Spatial Distance Dependence of Emission Properties 

To investigate the dependence of the spatial distance between the AgPMs and the Pd-

porphyrin on the emission properties, polyelectrolyte multilayers consisting of positively 

charged PEI and negatively charged PSS were inserted between them following an 

electrostatic layer-by-layer process. [58] First, the AgPMs/glass were immersed in an 

aqueous solution of PEI (0.1 wt%) for 1 s, followed by washing with Milli-Q water for 

10 s. Next, the resultant PEI-modified AgPMs/glass were immersed into an aqueous 

solution of PSS (0.2 wt%) for 1 s, followed by washing with Milli-Q water for 10 s. After 

the arbitrary sequential immersion processes into the polyelectrolyte solutions, the 

PMMA solution containing Pd-porphyrin was spin-coated (3000 rpm, 30 s) onto the 

multilayers-modified AgPMs/glass (Pd-porphyrin/[PSS-PEI(Y)|/SAgPMs(0.25) and Pd-

porphyrin/[PSS-PEI(Y)]/LAgPMs(0.25)). The insertion of multilayers ensures precisely-

controlled spatial distance between the AgPMs and the Pd-porphyrin layer by controlling 

the numbers of deposition cycles. 
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2-3. Results and Discussion 

2-3-1. Optical and Structural Properties of Pd-porphyrin and AgPRs 

The absorption and the emission spectra of a toluene solution (50 µM) of 

2,3,7,8,12,13,17,18-octaethyl-21H,23H-porphine palladium (II) (Pd-porphyrin, 

molecular structure: Figure 2-1 (a)) used as an emitter in this study are shown in Figure 

2-1 (b). The Pd-porphyrin solution showed characteristic absorption bands consisting of 

the Soret band at 394 nm and the Q-bands at 513 and 546 nm, which were selected as the 

excitation bands for the investigation of the emissive property of the Pd-porphyrin in the 

absence or presence of AgPMs. The emission spectrum shows a prominent 

phosphorescence emission band at 667 nm assigned to the radiative decay from the triplet 

excited state to the singlet ground state concomitant with a very small fluorescence bands 

at 550-610 nm, which are assigned to the radiative decay from the singlet excited state to 

the singlet ground state. [28-30] These emissive properties originate from the heavy atom 

effects by the palladium atom situated at the center of the porphyrin skeleton, resulting in 

the ultrafast and efficient transition from the singlet excited state to the triplet excited 

state (ΦISC: ~1). [31] Consequently, the quantum yields of fluorescence (Φfluo) and 

phosphorescence (Φphos) of Pd-porphyrin are generally < 0.1 % and 10-30 %, respectively. 
[28-30] 

 

 
Figure 2-1. Optical properties on the Pd-porphyrin and the AgPRs. (a) Molecular structure on Pd-

porphyrin. (b) Absorption and emission spectra (λex = 391 nm) on the toluene solution on Pd-porphyrin 

(50 µM). 

 

In this study, AgPMs were used as an LSP-responsive metal nanoparticles because of 

their LSP resonance-induced strong local electromagnetic fields (vide infra) and the 

tunability of LSP resonance wavelengths through the adjustment of their aspect ratio (the 
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ratio of edge length to thickness) over a wide range from visible to near-infrared region. 
[32-35] The two kinds of AgPMs with different aspect ratios were synthesized using a 

modified photochemical method reported previously by us (the detailed procedures are 

described in Experimental Section): SAgPMs (a smaller aspect ratio) and LAgPMs (a 

larger aspect ratio). [32-35] 

The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of AgNPs, SAgPMs and LAgPMs 

are shown in Figure 2-2 (a, b, and c). 

 

 
Figure 2-2. TEM images on (a) AgNPs (as a seed), (b) SAgPRs and (c) LAgPRs. 

 

The diameter of AgNPs is ~10 nm and the edge lengths of SAgPMs and LAgPMs are found 

to be 27 ± 2 nm and 51 ± 5 nm, respectively. We reported previously that the thicknesses 

of AgPMs, which were generated by our synthetic method, were almost the same as 10 

nm regardless of their edge lengths. [36] Therefore, the difference in the generating 

wavelengths of the LSP resonance bands of SAgPMs and LAgPMs is attributed to the 

difference in their aspect ratios (SAgPMs: 2.7, LAgPMs: 5.1). Normalized extinction 
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spectra for the colloidal aqueous solutions of Ag nanospheres (used as a seed), SAgPMs, 

and LAgPMs are shown in Figure 2-3.  

 

 

Figure 2-3. Normalized extinction spectra on colloidal aqueous solutions on Ag nanospheres, SAgPRs, 

and LAgPRs. 

 

While the colloidal aqueous solution of Ag nanospheres shows a maximum extinction 

wavelength (λmax) at 396 nm, which is originated from the LSP resonance of the dipole 

mode, the λmax are observed at 500 nm and 662 nm from the colloidal aqueous solutions 

of SAgPMs and LAgPMs, respectively. These bands originate from the LSP resonances of 

their in-plane dipole mode. [33-36] 
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resonance bands and the coverages of AgPMs is found. 

 

 

Figure 2-5. Morphological characterization and optical properties and on AgPRs(X)/glass and Pd-

porphyrin/AgPRs(X). (a) SEM images on SAgPRs(X)/glass and LAgPRs(X)/glass and coverages on 

SAgPRs and LAgPRs on glass substrates. (b) Plots on the coverage on SAgPRs and LAgPRs against 

maximum extinction intensity on SAgPRs(X)/glass and LAgPRs(X)/glass. 

 

The extinction spectra of SAgPMs(X)/glass and LAgPMs(X)/glass are shown in Figure 2-

6(a,b), respectively.  
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Figure 2-6. Extinction spectra on (a) SAgPRs(X)/glass and (b) Pd-porphyrin/SAgPRs(X), X (0.07, 

0.15, and 0.25) denotes the maximum extinction intensity on the LSP resonance bands on SAgPRs on 

glass substrates. 

 

The λmax of LSP resonance bands for both of SAgPMs(X)/glass (469 nm) and 

LAgPMs(X)/glass (612 nm) were blue-shifted by ~30 nm and ~50 nm, respectively, as 

compared with those dispersed in the colloidal aqueous solutions (Figure 2-3). After 

spreading the PMMA thin layers containing Pd-porphyrin over the AgPMs-immobilized 

glass substrates (Step 2 in Figure 2-4), the moderate red-shifts of λmax (SAgPMs: 49 nm, 

LAgPMs: 63 nm) were observed (Figure 2-6). The blue shifts of LSP resonance band of 

SAgPMs and LAgPMs from aqueous phase onto the glass substrates are attributed to the 

change in surrounding refractive index. Although the bottom of silver nanoprisms is 

attached onto the surface of PEI of which the refractive index (1.53) is higher than water 

(1.33), the other four faces are exposed to air (1.00). Since the local electromagnetic fields 

are generated at the side faces exposed to air, it is reasonable to consider that the blue 

shifts were owing to the reduction of their surrounding refractive index. [66-68] Also, the 

LSP resonance bands of Pd-porphyrin/SAgPMs(X) and Pd-porphyrin/LAgPMs(X), shown 

in Figure 2-6 respectively, were moderately red-shifted (SAgPMs: 49 nm, LAgPMs: 63 

nm) because of the increase in the refractive index around AgPMs by covering them with 

the PMMA layers (refractive index: 1.49). [69] While the LSP resonance band of SAgPMs 

(λmax = 518 nm) overlaps with the absorption band (Q-bands: 510 and 546 nm) and the 
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fluorescence band (550-610 nm), that of LAgPMs (λmax = 675 nm) overlaps well with the 

phosphorescence band (667 nm). The weak shoulders, which are attributed to the Q-bands 

of Pd-porphyrin, are observed around 546 nm on the extinction spectra for both Pd-

porphyrin/SAgPMs(X) and Pd-porphyrin/LAgPMs(X), indicating the hybridization of 

AgPMs and Pd-porphyrin layers. To estimate the thickness of PMMA layers, we measured 

the thickness of Pd-porphyrin-containing PMMA layers on glass substrates (a reference 

sample, Pd-porphyrin/glass) prepared in a manner similar to the fabrication of Pd-

porphyrin/SAgPMs(X) and Pd-porphyrin/LAgPMs(X) using an atomic force microscope 

(AFM). As shown in Figure 2-7, the layer is relatively uniform and the thickness was 

estimated to be 6.7 ± 0.1 nm.  

 

 
Figure 2-7. AFM image on Pd-porphyrin/glass. To estimate the thickness on PMMA layer, the probe 

needle was scanned over the layer surnaces scratched by a sharp tweezer. The thickness on PMMA 

layers on glass substrate are estimated to be 6.7± 0.1 nm. 

 

This thickness is thin enough for the Pd-porphyrin molecules contained in the layers to 

lie in the strong local electromagnetic fields of the LSP resonance of AgPMs which extend 

over some dozen nanometers (see Figure 2-10).  
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The emission spectra (excitation wavelength: λex = 510 nm corresponding to the Q-

bands of Pd-porphyrin) of Pd-porphyrin/SAgPMs(X) and Pd-porphyrin/LAgPMs(X) are 

shown in Figures 2-8 (a) and (b), respectively.  

 

 

Figure 2-8. Emission properties on Pd-porphyrin with and without AgPRs. The emission spectra (λex 

= 510 nm) on (a) Pd-porphyrin/SAgPRs(X) and (b) Pd-porphyrin/LAgPRs(X) (X: 0.07, 0.15, and 0.25). 

Both nigures contain the emission spectrum on Pd-porphyrin/glass as a renerence. 

 

In the emission spectrum of Pd-porphyrin/glass, only a prominent phosphorescence band 

centered at 667 nm was observed and the fluorescence radiation was not observed. In 
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contrast, we noted that new prominent emission bands at 540-610 nm concomitant with 

the enhanced phosphorescence band appeared by hybridizing the Pd-porphyrin layers 

with SAgPMs and LAgPMs. While prominent emission was observed, the enhancement 

of the fluorescence emission originated by escaping Pd atom from the center of porphyrin 

skeleton may be possible. Thus, we measured the emission spectra of the free base 

octaethyl porphyrin (OEP) since the molecular structure of the OEP was analogous to the 

Pd-porphyrin except for the absence of the Pd metal in the center of the porphyrin skeleton 

(Figure 2-9). The OEP in PMMA was fabricated in a similar manner for the preparation 

of the Pd-porphyrin hybrids.  

 

 

Figure 2-9. Emission spectrum on nree base octaethyl porphyrin (OEP) in PMMA deposited on glass 

substrate. Inset shows molecular structure on OEP. 

 

Fluorescence bands of OEP molecules were observed above 600 nm. This emission bands 

of OEP are far from fluorescence wavelength of Pd-porphyrin in this study, thus, the 

possibility aforementioned can be eliminated. 

It has frequently been reported that the original emissive modes of emitters can be 

enhanced by the strong local electromagnetic fields of plasmonic metal nanoparticles. 

The newly generated emission at the shorter wavelengths may be assigned to the 

fluorescence radiation because the wavelengths are similar to those of the quite weak 
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fluorescence bands observed in the Pd-porphyrin solution (Figure 2-1 (b)). We suggest 

that the generation of fluorescence radiation is induced by selectively enhancing the 

relaxation pathway from the singlet excited state to the singlet ground state by the LSP 

resonances of AgPMs because a reasonable correlation between the LSP resonance 

properties of AgPMs and the radiation properties and changes in the lifetime of 

fluorescence and phosphorescence was obtained (vide infra). We found that the intensities 

of fluorescence and phosphorescence gradually increased upon increasing the LSP 

resonance bands of in-plane dipole modes (i.e. increasing the coverage of AgPMs) for 

both SAgPMs and LAgPMs. In addition, the intensity of fluorescence induced by the 

SAgPMs, the LSP resonance band of which overlaps well with the photoexcitation and 

fluorescence wavelengths of Pd-porphyrin (Figure 2-8 (a)), was significantly stronger 

than that induced by the LAgPMs, the LSP resonance band of which overlaps less with 

both of them (Figure 2-8 (b)). These results suggest that the control of emissive modes 

of phosphorescent Pd-porphyrin between fluorescence and phosphorescence was 

successfully achieved by controlling the generating wavelengths and the intensity of the 

LSP resonance band of AgPMs. The generation mechanism(s) of the characteristic 

emissive properties were investigated as described below.
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2-3-3. Effect of LSP Resonance on Relaxation Pathway 

To investigate the effects of the LSP resonance on the relaxation pathway from the 

photoexcited state of Pd-porphyrin, the λex used for the emission measurements was 

changed to 391 nm (corresponding to the Soret band of Pd-porphyrin) from 510 nm used 

in the previous section. Since the λex is spectrally far from the main LSP resonance bands 

of both SAgPMs and LAgPMs, the LSP resonances may not affect the excitation process 

but mainly affect the pathways of the singlet excited state to the singlet ground state and 

the triplet excited state to the singlet ground state in the relaxation process, respectively. 
[15-20] As shown in Figure 2-10, from the results of calculation of local electromagnetic 

field intensity by boundary element method (BEM), the maximum electromagnetic fields 

(|Emax/E0|2) of SAgPMs and LAgPMs, which are surrounded by the PMMA, were found to 

be significantly weaker at 391 nm than at 550 nm (the center wavelength of fluorescence 

band) and at 667 nm (the center wavelength of phosphorescence band). Also, while the 

|Emax/E0|2 at 550 nm for SAgPMs is significantly stronger than that for LAgPMs, the 

opposite is the case at 667 nm. These calculated values strongly support the above 

assumption. 

 

Figure 2-10. Electromagnetic nield calculation on AgPRs Electromagnetic nield intensities calculated 

by BEM on SAgPR and LAgPR at 391 nm, 550 nm, and 667 nm (surrounding renractive index: 1.49). 

Summary on maximum nield intensities at each wavelength on SAgPRs and LAgPRs. 
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As shown in Figure 2-11 (a,b), the fluorescence as well as the phosphorescence were 

largely enhanced by inserting the AgPMs between the glass substrates and the Pd-

porphyrin layers, as compared with the reference substrate (Pd-porphyrin/glass). The 

fluorescence from Pd-porphyrin/glass was slightly observable because the molar 

absorption coefficient of Pd-porphyrin at the Soret band (1.3 × 105 M-1cm-1 in toluene 

solution) is more than ten times larger than that at the Q-bands (1.1 × 103 M-1cm-1) used 

in the previous section.  

 

 
Figure 2-11. Emission properties on Pd-porphyrin with and without AgPRs. The emission spectra (λex 

= 391 nm) on (a) Pd-porphyrin/SAgPRs and (b) Pd-porphyrin/LAgPRs(X) (X: 0.07, 0.15, and 0.25). 

(X) (X: 0.07, 0.15, and 0.25). 

 

The enhancement factors (EFs) of the fluorescence and the phosphorescence intensities 

from Pd-porphyrin/SAgPMs(X) and Pd-porphyrin/LAgPMs(X) with respect to that from 

Pd-porphyrin/glass are plotted against the maximum extinction intensity of the respective 

LSP resonance bands (Figure 2-12). The EFs for both the fluorescence and the 

phosphorescence increase linearly with an increase in the extinction intensity of LSP 

resonance bands. These results clearly indicate that these emission enhancements can be 

attributed to the effect of strong local electromagnetic fields by the LSP resonance of 

AgPMs because the number of Pd-porphyrin molecules, which are placed within the 
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strong local electromagnetic fields increases linearly with the coverage of AgPMs. For 

Pd-porphyrin/SAgPMs(X), the EFs of the fluorescence and the phosphorescence achieved 

are 18.2 ± 1.3 and 1.70 ± 0.02 at the highest extinction intensity (X = 0.25), respectively, 

while for Pd-porphyrin/LAgPMs(X), those achieved are 8.20 ± 0.48 and 3.10 ± 0.13 at the 

same extinction intensity, respectively.  

 

 

Figure 2-12. Plots on EFs on nluorescence at 550 nm and phosphorescence at 667 nm against the 

extinction intensities on the LSP resonance bands on (a) Pd-porphyrin/SAgPRs(X) and (b) Pd-

porphyrin/LAgPRs(X). 

 

Furthermore, the slope of the EF plot for the fluorescence of Pd-porphyrin/SAgPMs(X) 

(53.9) is larger than that of the Pd-porphyrin/LAgPMs(X) (26.8), while the slope for the 

phosphorescence of Pd-porphyrin/SAgPMs(X) (1.76) is smaller than that of Pd-

porphyrin/LAgPMs(X) (5.36). These results indicate that the fluorescence and 

phosphorescence was selectively enhanced by adjusting the wavelengths of the LSP 

resonance band.  

According to the radiating plasmon model, the nonradiative energy transfer from the 

singlet excited state of Pd-porphyrin to the LSP of SAgPMs is induced, followed by 

radiation mirroring the spectral properties of the excited state of the molecule. [15-20] 

Consequently, the apparent fluorescence was significantly enhanced. Although the above-

mentioned explanation seems reasonable, the fluorescence lifetime of Pd-porphyrin is 

significantly shorter (vide infra) than those of typical fluorophores (2-20 ns) which have 

frequently been used for plasmonic metal-enhanced fluorescence. [15-20] This is because 

the relaxation process from the singlet excited state is dominated by the ultrafast 

intersystem crossing to the triplet state. Therefore, to further clarify the mechanism of 

significant fluorescence enhancement, the effect of LSP on the short-lived singlet excited 
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state of Pd-porphyrin was investigated in more detail.  

We measured the lifetimes of phosphorescence from the Pd-porphyrin/LAgPMs(0.25), 

and the Pd-porphyrin/glass (Figure 2-13).  

 

 
Figure 2-13. Emission linetime measurements on phosphorescence obtained nrom Pd-porphyrin/glass 

and Pd-porphyrin/LAgPRs(0.25) (λex = 402 nm). 

 

This result suggests that the process of radiation through the nonradiative energy 

transfer from the triplet excited state to the LSP of LAgPMs became dominant (schematic 

showing in (b) in Figure 2-14) over the original relaxation process from the triplet excited 

state to the singlet ground state (that in (a) in Figure 2-14). Consequently, the original 

energy diagram of Pd-porphyrin/glass described in (a) in Figure 2-14 is modified as 

described in (b) in Figure 2-14 by the effect of LSP of LAgPMs. The ksinglet,rad, ksinglet,nonrad 

and kISC indicate the radiative decay rate, nonradiative decay rate, and intersystem 

crossing rate from the singlet excited state to the triplet excited state, respectively. The 

ktriplet,rad and ktriplet,nonrad are radiative decay rate and nonradiative decay rate, respectively, 

from the triplet excited state. The Purcell effect indicates the enhancement of spontaneous 

emission rates by modifying the photonic environment by the LSP resonance. The Frad is 

the partial Purcell factor that leads to the enhancement of the radiative decay rate and the 

Fnonrad is the remaining Purcell factor corresponding to the nonradiative quenching effect 

due to the metal. 
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Figure 2-14. (a) Typical schematic energy diagram on nree Pd-porphyrin (Pd-porphyrin/glass) and 

modinied schematic energy diagrams on the Pd-porphyrin near (b) LAgPRs (Pd-

porphyrin/LAgPRs(0.25)) and (c) SAgPRs (Pd-porphyrin/SAgPRs(0.25)). The emission enhancement 

mechanisms according to the radiating plasmon model are also described within blue region. 

 

Along with this, the original Φphos (equation (1)) is changed to the Φphos,LAgPR (equation 

(2)) by the presence of LAgPMs. [37]  

 

%���� =  
��������,���

��������,��� +  ��������,������  (1) 

 

%����,� !"# =  
&��� ∙ ��������,���

&��� ∙ ��������,��� +  &������ ∙ ��������,��� +  ��������,������  (2) 

 

For equation (2), it is assumed that the intrinsic nonradiative decay rate does not change 
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be well-fitted by using a convolution method with the monoexponential decay with a time 

constant of 15 ps, indicating that the average fluorescence lifetime of Pd-porphyrin in 

PMMA layers without the SAgPMs was 15 ps.  

 

 

Figure 2-16. Emission linetime measurements on nluorescence obtained nrom Pd-porphyrin/glass and 

Pd-porphyrin/SAgPRs(0.25) (λex = 402 nm). 

 

The fluorescence decay curve obtained from the Pd-porphyrin/SAgPMs(0.25) was 

similar to the monoexponential decay with a time constant of 5 ps, indicating that the 

average lifetime was estimated to be 5 ps. Therefore, it is clear that the fluorescence 

lifetime of Pd-porphyrin/SAgPMs(0.25) was significantly shorter than that of Pd-

porphyrin/glass. Since the rate of ΦISC is almost 1, the kISC is much larger than the ksinglet,rad 

and the ksinglet,nonrad in the original energy diagram ((a) in Figure 2-14). Furthermore, the 

intersystem crossing, which is a dipole-forbidden spin-flip-required process, may be 

accelerated by the steep gradient of electromagnetic fields around AgPMs for a small 

fraction of Pd-porphyrin molecules closest to AgPMs (Figure 2-15). [38-32] Nevertheless, 
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the further-shortened fluorescence lifetime and the significant fluorescence enhancement, 

which are induced by the effect of LSP of SAgPMs spectrally overlapping with the 

fluorescence band of Pd-porphyrin, suggest that the ksinglet,rad was modified by the Purcell 

effect (Frad�ksinglet,rad). It is reasonable that the Φfluo (equation (3)) was modified into 

equation (4) for Φfluo,SAgPR by the effect of LSP.   

 

%$�%� =  
����!���,���

����!���,��� +  ����!���,������ +  �&'(  (3) 

 

%$�%�,' !"# =  
&��� ∙ ����!���,���

&��� ∙ ����!���,��� +  &������ ∙ ����!���,��� +  ����!���,������ + �&'(  (4) 

 

  Mecently, the giant emission enhancement from emitters (e.g. organic fluorophores, 

quantum dots, and light-harvesting complexes) has been achieved by positioning them in 

the region of nanogaps between metal nanoparticle dimers and metal nanoparticle/metal 

films and in the regions adjacent to anisotropic metal nanoparticles. Along with these 

enhancements, the emission lifetimes have been reported to be significantly reduced from 

the original lifetimes (280 ps-10 ns) to < 10-35 ps. [33-38] In the present case, the original 

quite short lifetime owing to the intramolecular ultrafast intersystem crossing was further 

shortened to 5 ps by the LSP resonance effect. In terms of the radiating plasmon model, 

the Frad�ksinglet,rad (2 × 1011 s-1) became to be comparable to the kISC (~ 1011 s-1 in solution), 
[39] the insertion of pathway of fluorescence radiation through the nonradiative energy 

transfer from the singlet excited state to the LSP of SAgPMs into the relaxation process 

of singlet excited Pd-porphyrin was possible regardless of the ultrafast intersystem 

crossing process owing to the strong spin-orbit coupling by the presence of heavy 

palladium atom and maybe the steep gradients of electromagnetic fields ((c) in Figure 2-

14).  

Besides, when platinum octaethylporphyrin (Pt-porphyrin), whose heavy atom effect 

is stronger than that of Pd-porphyrin was hybridized with the SAgPMs in the same manner 

as employed in this study, the fluorescence was hardly observed (Figure 2-17). These 

results imply that the insertion of the nonradiative energy transfer process to the LSP of 

SAgPMs to the rapid intramolecular intersystem crossing from the singlet excited state is 

possible for the Pd-porphyrin, but is impossible for Pt-porphyrin which has a larger 

intersystem crossing rate (kISC: ~ 1012 s-1 in solution). [50,51]
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Figure 2-17. Optical properties on hybrids on Pt-porphyrin and SAgPRs. (a) Extinction spectrum on 

Pt-porphyrin/SAgPRs(0.25). (b) Emission spectrum on Pt-porphyrin/SAgPRs(0.25) (λex = 381 nm 

corresponding to the Soret band on Pt-porphyrin). The prominent emission band around 650 nm was 

ascribed to the phosphorescence radiation.
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2-3-4. Effect of Distance between Pd-porphyrin and AgPRs on Emissive Mode 

Although the emission is enhanced by approximately positioning emitters near the 

plasmonic metal nanoparticles, when the metal nanoparticles are too close (less than ca. 

5 nm), the emission is rather quenched by the metal nanoparticles owing to the energy 

transfer and/or exciton recombination. [52-53] On the other hand, the emitter positioned 

outside the nanospace of local electromagnetic fields cannot benefit from the 

enhancement effects. Thus, the spatial arrangement of the emitter from the metal 

nanoparticles must be precisely optimized to achieve the maximum emission 

enhancement. [55-57] To investigate the distance dependences for both the fluorescence and 

phosphorescence enhancement in the hybrids of Pd-porphyrin and AgPMs, the 

polyelectrolyte multilayers composed of negatively charged polystyrene sulfonate (PSS) 

and positively charged PEI were inserted between the PMMA layers containing Pd-

porphyrin and the SAgPMs(0.25)/glass and LAgPMs(0.25)/glass (denoted as Pd-

porphyrin/[PSS-PEI(Y)]/SAgPMs and Pd-porphyrin/[PSS-PEI(Y)]/LAgPMs, Y denoting 

the deposition number of the PSS-PEI bilayers). [58] The polyelectrolyte multilayer 

composed of the cationic polymer and the anionic polymer is frequently used as spacers 

to control the distance between emitters and plasmonic materials, because that can be 

easily fabricated by a layer-by-layer technique and the thickness of them can be precisely 

tuned on the order of the nanometer scale. [55-57] In addition, since aqueous solutions of 

PSS and PEI were transparent, it was expected that the formation of the PSS-PEI bilayers 

did not affect the optical property of Pd-porphyrin. The thickness of one bilayer of PSS 

and PEI was estimated by the AFM measurement for the [PSS-PEI(Y)]/glass substrate (Y 

= 10 and 20). (Figure 2-18). 

 

 
Figure 2-18. AFM images obtained nrom (a) [PSS-PEI(10)]/glass and (b) [PSS-PEI(20)]/glass nor 

the estimation on the thickness on PSS-PEI bilayers. 
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The probe needle was scanned over the layer surfaces scratched by a sharp tweezer. The 

thickness of [PSS-PEI(10)]/glass and of [PSS-PEI(20)]/glass are estimated to be 18.2 ± 

0.3 nm and 40.0 ± 0.0 nm, respectively. Therefore, the thickness of one bilayer was 

estimated to be ca. 1.9 nm. 

Normalized extinction spectra for the [PSS-PEI(Y)]/SAgPMs(0.25) and [PSS-

PEI(Y)]/LAgPMs(0.25) (Y = 0 - 5) are shown in Figure 2-19, respectively.  

 

 

Figure 2-19. Change in optical properties with the deposition cycles on PSS-PEI bilayers inserted 

between the Pd-porphyrin layers and the AgPRs. Normalized extinction spectra on [PSS-

PEI(Y)]/SAgPRs and [PSS-PEI(Y)]/LAgPRs (Y denotes the deposition number on the PSS-PEI bilayers 

(0 - 5)). 

 

The main LSP resonance bands of SAgPMs and LAgPMs are red-shifted linearly with the 

increase in the deposition number of the PSS/PEI bilayer (Figure 2-20). These results 

indicate that the thickness of the polyelectrolyte layer of which the refractive index (ca. 

>1.5) is higher than that of air uniformly increases around the AgPMs with an increase in 

the deposition number. [59] The slope of [PSS-PEI(Y)]/SAgPMs(0.25) (9.9) in Figure 2-

20 is lower than that of [PSS-PEI(Y)]/LAgPMs(0.25) (15.7).  
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Figure 2-20. The plots on LSP peak wavelengths against the number on PSS-PEI bilayers. 

 

This would be attributed to the difference in the response sensitivity of SAgPMs and 

LAgPMs because the AgPMs with a higher aspect ratio exhibit a higher response 

sensitivity against the change in the surrounding refractive index. [60] The distance (d) 

between the AgPMs and Pd-porphyrin in Pd-porphyrin/[PSS-

PEI(0)]/SAgPMs(LAgPMs)(0.25) without PSS-PEI bilayer is the shortest and is estimated 

to be ~1 nm because the AgPMs are protected with citrate. [61,62] It should be noted that 

the LSP resonance bands of AgPMs after the modification of the PMMA layers containing 

Pd-porphyrin are not very different with or without the PSS/PEI bilayers (Figure 2-21). 

 

 

Figure 2-21. Extinction spectra on (a) Pd-porphyrin/[PSS-PEI(Y)]/SAgPRs and (b) Pd-

porphyrin/[PSS-PEI(Y)]/LAgPRs (Y = 0 and 5). The dinnerence in λmax with and without the [PSS-

PEI(5)] layers are estimated to be 24 and 31 nm nor the Pd-porphyrin/[PSS-PEI(Y)]/SAgPRs and Pd-

porphyrin/[PSS-PEI(Y)]/LAgPRs. 
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Therefore, it is confirmed that the degree of spectral overlap between the LSP resonance 

bands and the emission (fluorescence and phosphorescence) bands are not largely affected 

by the insertion of PSS/PEI bilayers.  

The emission spectra of Pd-porphyrin/[PSS-PEI(Y)]/SAgPMs(0.25) and Pd-

porphyrin/[PSS-PEI(Y)]/LAgPMs(0.25) are shown in Figure 2-22 (a) and (b), 

respectively.  

 

 
Figure 2-22. Change in emission properties with the deposition cycles on PSS-PEI bilayers inserted 

between the Pd-porphyrin layers and the AgPRs. Emission spectra (λex = 391 nm) on Pd-

porphyrin/[PSS-PEI(Y)]/ (a) SAgPRs(0.25) and (b) Pd-porphyrin/[PSS-PEI(Y)]/LAgPRs, respectively 

(Y: 0 - 5). 

 

Also, the EFs of fluorescence at 550 nm and phosphorescence at 667 nm, which were 

calculated by comparing with those of the Pd-porphyrin/glass, are plotted in Figure 2-23 

(a,b) and Figure 2-24 (a,b), respectively. Interestingly, the distance dependences of the 

EFs for fluorescence and phosphorescence signals showed an opposite tendency: while 

the phosphorescence of Pd-porphyrin became stronger with increasing distance, the 

fluorescence became weaker. The significant enhancement of radiative decay rate from 

the triplet excited state of Pd-porphyrin would be expected at the closest distance owing 

to the strong local electromagnetic fields of AgPMs and perhaps the steep gradient of local 

electromagnetic fields. Therefore, the smallest EFs at the closest distance suggest that the 
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quenching effect owing to the AgPMs became dominant. [55-57, 63] In contrast, the 

fluorescence from the singlet excited state at the closest distance is not greatly affected 

by the quenching effect in the present system. 

 

 

Figure 2-23. Plots on EFs on nluorescence intensity at 550 nm on (a) Pd-porphyrin/[PSS-

PEI(Y)]/SAgPRs(0.25) and (b) Pd-porphyrin/[PSS-PEI(Y)]/LAgPRs(0.25) against the spatial distance 

between Pd-porphyrin layer and AgPRs. 

 

 

Figure 2-24. Plots on EFs on phosphorescence intensity at 667 nm on (a) Pd-porphyrin/[PSS-

PEI(Y)]/SAgPRs(0.25) and (b)Pd-porphyrin/[PSS-PEI(Y)]/LAgPRs(0.25) against the spatial distance 

between Pd-porphyrin layer and AgPRs. 

 

The unusual effect would be due to the quite fast intersystem crossing of Pd-porphyrin. 

As the kISC is very fast, the EF of fluorescence is described in equation (5) because 

equations (3) and (4) are reduced to Φfluo ~ ksinglet,rad/kISC and Φfluo,SAgPR ~ Frad�ksinglet,rad/kISC, 

respectively.  
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Equation (5) indicates that the Fnonrad term disappears and hence the fluorescence is less 

susceptible to the quenching. As a result, it is found that while the closest distance is 

suitable for the selective enhancement of fluorescence, the intermediate separation 

distance (above ca. 10 nm) is suitable for the selective enhancement of phosphorescence 

regardless of the aspect ratio of AgPMs. While the fluorescence radiation from 

phosphorescent molecule triggered by surface plasmon resonance of plasmonic metal 

nanoparticles was achieved, a related effect was reported for graphene plasmon of 

nonmetallic graphene. [23] It was advocated that the fluorescence radiation using graphene 

plasmon is attributed to the localization charges at the interface between graphene and Pt-

porphyrin faced on the graphene. Indeed, the prominent fluorescence was observed only 

by a directly-adsorbed, well-ordered, and closely-packed single layer of Pt-porphyrin 

onto the surface of graphene layers. On the other hand, in this study, the fluorescence 

enhancement factor of > 5 was maintained for phosphorescent Pd-porphyrin even though 

the Pd-porphyrin molecules and SAgPMs was separated by > 10 nm. These results suggest 

that the fluorescence radiation was induced by positioning the Pd-porphyrin within the 

spatial region of strong local electromagnetic fields on the SAgPMs. We observed that the 

LSP resonance of metal nanoparticles significantly modified the emission dynamics of 

Pd-porphyrin, but not that of Pt-porphyrin, while the emission dynamics of Pt-porphyrin 

were significantly modified by the graphene plasmon. We need to further investigate the 

difference in the impact on emission dynamics. Unlike the graphene plasmon, the 

fluorescence radiation of phosphorescent molecule using metal nanoparticles will be 

useful for the easy preparation (e.g., spin-coating) of intelligent emissive materials, the 

development of sensitive fluorescence-based biosensors, and so on.
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2-4. Conclusion 

We have succeeded in controlling the emissive modes between fluorescence and 

phosphorescence from intrinsically phosphorescent Pd-porphyrin by controlling the 

extinction intensity and the wavelengths of LSP resonance of AgPMs. It was found that 

the plasmon-induced emissive mode control is achieved by the insertion of nonradiative 

energy transfer process from the singlet excited state to the LSP of AgPMs into the original 

relaxation processes including the ultrafast intramolecular intersystem crossing process. 

The distance dependence between Pd-porphyrin and the AgPMs of these emissive modes 

showed an interesting opposite trend. Namely, the distance can be one of the parameters 

for the emissive mode control of Pd-porphyrin. 
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Chapter 3 

 

Optical Property of Tetraphenyl Porphyrin  

with Silver Nanoprisms
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3-0. Summary 

 Absorption enhancement over wide wavelength region is beneficial for the light-driven 

electrochemical devices, such as solar cells and photocatalysts. Tetraphenyl porphyrin 

(TPP), which is one of porphyrin derivatives, has four absorption peaks from 500 to 700 

nm (Q-bands), thus, one could be expected to act as a light harvester in broadband 

wavelength regions. However, the low molecular absorption coefficient of the Q-bands 

hinders the utilization of TPP for the development of the optoelectronic devices. In this 

chapter, we investigated the photoexcitation process of the hybrids composed of 

tetraphenyl porphyrin (TPP) and AgPMs with precisely-tuned LSP wavelength. Spectral 

dips were observed on the extinction spectra of the hybrids in which LSP wavelength 

well-overlapped with Q-bands. By measuring the absorption and scattering spectra of the 

hybrids, it was suggested that the absorption enhancement was induced based on 

plasmon-exciton coupling. Furthermore, we succeeded in the absorption enhancement in 

whole Q-bands of the hybrids comprised of TPP and three types of AgPMs having 

different aspect ratios. Therefore, we demonstrated the usefulness of the combined use of 

AgPMs with different aspect ratios, which paves the way to enhance absorption efficiency 

of the photofunctional materials over wide-wavelength region. Mesults in this chapter 

have a great potential for the development of the high-performance light-driven devices. 
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3-1. Introduction 

Controlling light-matter interaction is one of the intensively researched topics in the 

photochemical science. [1] The utilization of metal nanoparticles has been recognized as a 

way to strengthen the light-matter interaction because they generate strong 

electromagnetic fields at the nanoscale dimension upon excitation of the localized surface 

plasmon (LSP) resonance. In particular, the interaction between LSP and exciton of 

photofunctional molecules is attracting much attention because of the occurrence of 

various beneficial optical phenomena including a huge emission enhancement, [2] 

suppression of photochemical quenching, [3] plasmonic resonance energy transfer, [3] 

enhanced water splitting, [5] and so on. Antosiewicz et al. classified the interactions 

between metal nanoparticles and photofunctional molecules into three regimes according 

to the strength of interaction: (1) the enhanced absorption regime, (2) the induced 

transparency regime, and (3) the strong coupling regime. [6] The strong coupling leads to 

the splitting of state in which the LSP and molecular exciton states are mixed, which is 

manifested in the splitting of the extinction peak at the wavelength of the molecular 

resonance peak. On the other hand, in the enhanced absorption regime, the absorption and 

scattering components of the LSP are damped whereas the molecular absorption is 

increased by the energy transfer from the LSP to the molecule. The enhanced molecular 

absorption cancels the damped absorption component of LSP resonance but the 

uncompensated damped scattering component remains as a dip in the extinction spectrum. 

The induced transparency regime refers to an intermediate case between the absorption 

enhancement regime and the strong coupling regime. Among these, the absorption 

enhancement is quite important for the development of highly efficient solar devices. [7-

11] Particularly, absorption enhancement over a wide range of wavelength is essential to 

utilize the wide solar spectrum. However, the multiwavelength generation of enhanced 

absorption through the interaction between the LSP and the exciton has never been 

demonstrated. The generation of spectral dips at multiple wavelengths was reported, 

which was achieved by using plasmonic metal nanoparticles in combination with two 

different dye molecules, but this phenomenon was attributed to the Mabi oscillation in the 

strong coupling case and did not lead to absorption enhancement. [12] In another report on 

the plasmon-exciton coupling at multiple wavelengths using a combination of cyanine 

dye molecules exhibiting two absorption bands and metal nanorods, [13] the absorption 

enhancement was not identified. 

In this study, we have succeeded in enhancing light absorption at multiple wavelengths 

over a visible region through the interaction between the exciton of dye molecules and 

the LSP resonances of three different kinds of plasmonic metal nanoparticles. The 
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achievement was made possible by developing a precise tuning technique of LSP 

wavelength of triangular silver nanoprisms (AgPMs). Furthermore, the enhancement 

factors of absorption were quantitatively evaluated utilizing the fluorescence 

enhancement, which occurred as a result of the interaction of exciton of dye molecules 

with the LSP resonance. 
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3-2. Experimental Section 

Materials 

Milli-Q-grade water (resistivity: 18.2 MΩ cm) was used for the preparation of all 

aqueous solutions. Toluene was purchased from Kishida Chemical (Japan). 5,10,15,20-

Tetraphenyl-21H,23H-porphyrin (TPP), sodium tetrahydroborate (NaBH3), silver nitrate 

(AgNO3), and polyethyleneimine (PEI) (MW: ~10,000) were purchased from Fujifilm 

Wako Pure Chemical (Japan). Trisodium citrate dihydrate, sodium hydroxide (NaOH), 

ammonium solution (NH3, 28%), and hydrogen peroxide solution (H2O2, 30%) were 

purchased from Kanto Chemical (Japan). All chemicals were used without further 

purification. 

 

Measurements 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM, tapping 

mode) were carried out using a Hitachi HF-2000 microscope and a Hitachi SPI-3800N-

SPA400 microscope, respectively. The extinction spectra of sample substrates were 

measured by a normal transmittance setup using a JASCO V-770 spectrometer. The 

absorption and scattering spectra were measured by the setup consisting of the 

spectrometer (JASCO V-770) equipped with an integrating sphere according to a previous 

report. [13] Fluorescence excitation spectra of sample substrates were measured by a 

JASCO FP-8600 fluorescence spectrophotometer. The calculation for the extinction 

spectra of AgPMs was conducted using the boundary element method (BEM) with 

retarded electromagnetic fields for full Maxwell equation. [15] To produce the random 

orientation of the AgPMs in solution phase, the transmission spectra were averaged over 

all allowed combinations of the incident light polarization (Ex, Ey, Ez) and the incident 

light propagation orientation (kx, ky, kz) (geometry models: Figure 3-1). The dielectric 

function of silver was taken from the previous report by Makic et al. [16] All the 

measurements were performed under atmospheric conditions. 
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Figure 3-1. Geometric models on AgPRs with various LSP resonance wavelengths. (A) AgPRs-500, 

(B) AgPRs-540, (C) AgPRs-560, (D) AgPRs-625, (E) AgPRs-645 and (F) AgPRs-675. 

 

Synthesis of AgPRs with different resonance wavelengths 

The AgPMs with precisely-tuned resonance wavelengths of the in-plane dipole mode 

(500, 540, 560, 625, 645, and 675 nm) were synthesized by the light-mediated method 

developed by us. An aqueous solution (100 mL) containing trisodium citrate (5 mM) as a 

protective agent and NaBH3 (0.2 mM) as a reducing agent was injected into an aqueous 

solution (100 mL) of AgNO3 (1 mM) in an ice bath under stirring. The mixture was further 

stirred for 1 h, leading to the formation of Ag nanospheres with an average diameter of 

11 nm. After an aqueous solution of NaOH (0.2 M, 100 µL) was injected into the colloidal 

aqueous solution of Ag nanospheres (10 mL) to adjust the pH to 11.2, LED (light emitting 

diode) light was irradiated, which led to the formation of AgPMs. Specifically, the 

resonance wavelength of in-plane dipole mode of AgPMs was precisely adjusted by 

sequential irradiation of LED light with different wavelengths of 470 ± 5 nm (5,800 mcd, 

3 × 3 arrays), 525 ± 5 nm (18,000 mcd, 3 × 3 arrays), and 590 ± 5 nm (50,000 mcd, 3 × 

3 arrays) for predetermined periods of time as summarized in Table 1, whereas the 

irradiation setup is shown in Figure 3-2. The obtained AgPMs are designated as AgPMs-

X, in which X indicates the resonance wavelength. 
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Figure 3-2. A Setup nor the irradiation on LED light to a colloidal aqueous solution on Ag nanospheres. 

 

Table 1. Synthetic conditions nor AgPRs with various resonance wavelengths. 

1: Irradiation 

period 

of 470 nm / h 

2: Irradiation 

period 

of 525 nm / h 

3: Irradiation 

period 

of 590 nm / h 

Mesonance 

wavelengtha) 

of AgPMs / nm 

24 0 0 500 ± 2.0  

4 20 0 540 ± 1.2  

2 22 0 560 ± 0.6  

0 6 42 625 ± 3.5  

0 3 45 645 ± 5.0  

0 2 46 675 ± 1.7  

a) mean values and standard deviations 
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Preparation of hybrids of TPP and AgPRs 

To clean the surface, a glass substrate (1.5 × 2.0 cm2) was immersed into a mixed 

aqueous solution of 30% H2O2 and 28% NH3 (1/1 = V/V) at 100 ºC for 3 h, followed by 

washing with Milli-Q water. The cleaned substrate was kept in Milli-Q water until use. 

The substrate was modified with positively-charged PEI by immersing it into an aqueous 

solution of PEI (4.2 mg/mL) for 1 min, followed by washing with Milli-Q water. The 

positively-charged substrate was then immersed in the colloidal solution to 

electrostatically immobilize AgPMs, which were negatively-charged owing to the citric 

acid sheath. The immersion was continued until the extinction intensity of the main LSP 

resonance band (in-plane dipole mode������������������������������������������������������

as AgPMs-X/glass. The extinction intensity of the LSP of AgPMs on the glass plate was 

set to be 0.2 to avoid the LSP coupling between adjacent AgPMs observed for more denser 

samples [17]. For the preparation of a glass plate on which three AgPMs (LSP resonance 

wavelengths of 500, 560, and 645 nm) were immobilized (AgPMs-ternary/glass), the 

positively-charged glass plate was immersed sequentially into respective colloidal 

aqueous solutions of AgPMs until each extinction intensity of the main LSP resonance 

reached 0.1. A toluene solution of TPP (1.5 mM) was spin-coated (3000 rpm, 30 s) on 

AgPMs-X/glass and AgPMs-ternary/glass, affording the hybrids of TPP and AgPMs 

(TPP/AgPMs-X and TPP/AgPMs-ternary). TPP was also deposited on a bare glass 

substrate as a reference by spin-coating the TPP solution onto the PEI-modified glass 

substrate (TPP/glass). 
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3-3. Results and Discussion 

3-3-1. Optical Properties of TPP 

In this study, a porphyrin derivative, TPP (molecular structure: Figure 3-3 (a), 

absorption and emission spectra in toluene solution: Figure 3-3 (b)) was employed as a 

photofunctional molecule.  

 

 
Figure 3-3. (a) Molecular structure on TPP. (b) Normalized absorption and emission spectra in toluene 

solution on TPP (1×10-6 M). (c) Extinction (black line), absorption (red line), and scattering (blue line) 

spectra on TPP/glass. Inset shows magninication on Q-bands. 

 

Porphyrins, synthetic analogues of natural chlorophylls, are frequently used as light 

harvester owing to their wide absorption in the visible region. [18] However, the absorption 

coefficients of four absorption peaks in 500 – 700 nm region are relatively low (Q-bands, 

absorption coefficient: ~103 M-1 cm-1) whereas the absorption around 420 nm is quite 

strong (Soret band, absorption coefficient: > 105 M-1 cm-1). Therefore, we set out an 

attempt to enhance the absorption of Q-bands by means of the LSP of metal nanoparticles. 

Figure 3-3 (c) shows the extinction, absorption and scattering spectra of TPP/glass. An 

extinction peak of the Soret band at 435 nm and four extinction peaks of the Q-bands, 

located at 519, 552, 596 and 653 nm were observed. [19] Compared to the peak 
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wavelengths of Q-bands in a toluene solution of TPP (514, 548, 591, and 649 nm, Figure 

3-3 (b)), those of the TPP/glass were slightly red-shifted. Also, the extinction at the Soret 

band was accompanied by a prominent scattering component. These results suggest that 

the TPP molecules densely aggregated on the glass substrate because the scattering cross 

section of molecular aggregates is proportional to the square of the volume of the 

aggregates and the red-shift can be attributed to the π-π interaction of TPP. [20] To 

investigate the morphology of the molecular aggregates, the AFM measurement was 

conducted for TPP/glass. As shown in Figure 3-4, the glass surface was scattered with 

the molecular aggregates having a height of 7 ± 2 nm and a diameter of 108 ± 29 nm. 

 

 

Figure 3-4. AFM image on the surnace on TPP/glass. 
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3-3-2. Optical Properties and Morphologies of AgPRs 

A large-scale, reproducible synthesis of plasmonic metal nanoparticles which generate 

strong LSP resonance at precisely tuned wavelengths is highly desired for a large-scale 

applications. Absorption enhancement of the Q-bands of porphyrins spread over a 

macroscopic substrate is a model case for such applications, which we will describe in 

this work. A satisfactory technique of metal nanoparticle preparation that meets the 

demand has been rarely reported. [21,22] 

We have succeeded in synthesizing AgPMs which can generate strong local 

electromagnetic fields at precisely-tuned LSP resonance wavelengths in sufficient amount. 
[17,23] The wavelength region in which the LSP resonance occurs matches the Q-band 

region of porphyrins. Our method is based on the light-mediated method, which was 

originally developed by Mirkin’s research group. [23,25] In the preparation, the AgPMs are 

synthesized by the irradiation of light to citrate-stabilized Ag nanospheres with a diameter 

below 10 nm. Hot electrons and holes are formed during the decay of the LSP resonance 

upon light irradiation. While the hot holes are transferred to citric acid adsorbed on the 

Ag surfaces, the hot electrons reduce silver ions, resulting in the formation of AgPMs. 

Although the LSP resonance wavelength was controlled by choosing the excitation light 

wavelength to a certain degree, the precise tuning has never been achieved by a single 

excitation wavelength as used in the previous reports. [25-27] In this study, we have 

succeeded in preparing AgPMs exhibiting the LSP resonance wavelengths with an 

unprecedented precision. This was achieved by tuning the sequence, wavelengths, and 

duration of irradiation (see experimental section and Table 1) in the process of converting 

the Ag nanospheres into AgPMs. For example, irradiation of 470 nm light alone produced 

AgPMs exhibiting the LSP resonance at 500 nm. Irradiation of 470 nm light followed by 

525 nm light (keeping the total irradiation time unchanged) produced AgPMs with a red-

shifted LSP resonance. During the first irradiation process of the 470 nm light, small 

AgPMs were formed by oriented attachment-like two-dimensional coalescence of Ag 

nanospheres. In the second 525 nm light irradiation, the AgPMs grew in an Ostwald 

ripening process to a specific size at the consumption of the remaining Ag nanospheres. 

Thus, obtained AgPMs (photo images: Figure 3-5 (a)) generated LSP resonance at exact 

wavelengths of 500, 540, 560, 625, 645, and 675 nm with small standard deviations (0.6 

– 5 nm, see Table 1) under our specific conditions. The extinction spectra and of 

respective colloidal aqueous solutions of AgPMs with different resonance wavelengths, 

which were prepared 5 times, are shown in Figure 3-5 (b), which clearly indicates that 

our synthetic method has a remarkable reproducibility in generating LSP resonances at 

exact wavelengths.  
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Figure 3-5. (a) Photo image on synthesized AgPRs. (b) Extinction spectra nor colloidal aqueous 

solutions on AgPRs each synthesized nive times. 
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Normalized extinction spectra are shown in Figure 3-6.  

 

 

Figure 3-6. Normalized extinction spectra on colloidal aqueous solutions on AgPRs with dinnerent LSP 

peak wavelengths, and normalized extinction spectra calculated by BEM. 

 

All the AgPMs showed a prominent resonance band within 500 – 700 nm. It was found 

by comparing the LSP wavelengths and the TEM images, which are shown in Figure 3-

7, that the resonance band was red-shifted with increasing the edge length (AgPMs-500: 

25 ± 3 nm, AgPMs-540: 30 ± 4 nm, AgPMs-560: 33 ± 5 nm, AgPMs-625: 44 ± 9 nm, 

AgPMs-645: 47 ± 10 nm, and AgPMs-675: 52 ± 7 nm). Since the thicknesses of AgPMs 

which are synthesized by the photochemical method are almost constant at ca. 10 nm 

regardless of their edge lengths, [28] the difference in the resonance wavelengths can be 

attributed to the difference in the aspect ratio (the ratio of edge length to thickness). [29]  
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Figure 3-7. TEM images on various AgPRs (i-vi) synthesized by the modinied photochemical methods. 

 

To prove the correlation between the LSP wavelength and its aspect ratio, we calculated 

the extinction spectra using the BEM for AgPMs having the experimentally-obtained edge 

lengths and a fixed thickness of 10 nm which were surrounded by aqueous phase 

(refractive index: 1.333) (Figure 3-6). The calculated resonance wavelengths agreed very 

well with the experimentally-obtained wavelengths (Figure 3-8), which indicated that the 

accurate control of resonance band of AgPMs was achieved by precisely-controlling the 

aspect ratio. The experimental extinction spectra of AgPMs were somewhat broader than 

the calculated ones. This may be partly because there was a distribution in the aspect 

ratios, albeit narrow, in the prepared AgPMs and partly because the solvent molecules 

(water) caused the chemical interface damping, [30] both of which were not included in the 

calculations. 

 

 

Figure 3-8. Plots on LSP peaks on AgPRs against their aspect ratios.
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3-3-3. Effect of Interaction Between LSP of AgPRs and Exciton of TPP 

To evaluate the interaction between the LSP of AgPMs and the exciton of TPP in 

TPP/AgPMs-X, the extinction spectra were measured for TPP/glass (as a reference), 

AgPMs/glass, and TPP/AgPMs-X (Figure 3-9).  

 

 
Figure 3-9. Extinction spectra. Dashed lines on the spectra represent absorption peak wavelengths on 

Q-bands on TPP/glass. (a) AgPRs-500/glass. (b) AgPRs-540/glass. (c) AgPRs-560/glass. (d) AgPRs-

625/glass. (e) AgPRs-645/glass. (n) AgPRs-675/glass. 
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The dashed lines in Figure 3-9 indicate the peak wavelengths of Q-bands observed on 

TPP/glass. The resonance wavelengths of the in-plane dipole mode for all AgPMs/glass 

were blue-shifted by several tens of nanometers, as compared with those for the 

corresponding AgPMs dispersed in an aqueous phase (Figure 3-6). These shifts are 

attributed to a change in the refractive index surrounding the AgPMs from the aqueous 

phase to air (refractive index: 1.000). [31-33] After spin-coating the TPP solution onto 

AgPMs-X/glass, the Soret band was observed at 436 nm. In addition, the LSP resonance 

bands were red-shifted, resulting in the LSP band within 500-700 nm for all AgPMs. 

These results suggest that the AgPMs were covered with TPP aggregates because the 

refractive index (approximately 1.6) of TPP is larger than that of air. [18] Note that 

prominent peaks or dips were observed at the wavelengths of the Q-band peaks on the 

LSP resonance band for all TPP/AgPMs-X. For example, in the case of TPP/AgPMs-500, 

while spectral dips were observed at 515 and 552 nm where the LSP resonance was 

strongly excited, peaks were observed at 595 and 654 nm in the edge region of the LSP 

resonance band. The latter positions are in the peripheral region of the LSP band where 

the electromagnetic field around the AgPMs is weak. Therefore, the coupling between the 

LSP resonance and the TPP exciton is weak, resulting in the overall spectrum resembling 

the sum of individual spectra. On the other hand, only peaks were observed for 

TPP/AgPMs-675 because the Q-bands overlap only with the peripheral region of the LSP 

band ((f) in Figure 3-9), suggesting inefficient interaction between the LSP and the 

exciton. [33] We emphasize based on these data that the strong interaction between the 

LSP and exciton, which is manifested by the appearance of dips, is efficiently induced 

only at a narrow wavelength region where the LSP resonance is strongly excited. 

Therefore, the combined use of multiple AgPMs with the LSP resonance at multiple 

wavelengths over the Q-band region is required.  

In the case classified as the absorption enhancement, which represents a weak coupling 

case, light absorption attributed to the exciton generation increases whereas the extinction 

of LSP at the same wavelength decreases. As a result, the total absorption component 

changes little because the absorption enhancement to generate excitons is canceled out 

by the absorption decrease in the LSP band. On the other hand, the net scattering 

component decreases, resulting in a dip in the total extinction spectrum. [6] In the case of 

the strong coupling, prominent dips are observed similarly in both absorption and 

scattering spectra because two hybrid states separated in energy are formed in place of 

independent eigenstates. The IT refers an intermediate case between the absorption 

enhancement and the strong coupling. [6, 35, 36] To further clarify the strength of interaction 

between the LSP and the exciton in our hybrids, the absorption and scattering spectra of 
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TPP/AgPMs-X were measured (Figure 3-10 (a-f)). [6, 37, 38]  

 

 
Figure 3-10. Absorption (red line) and scattering (blue line) spectra. Dashed lines on the spectra 

represent absorption peak wavelengths on Q-bands on TPP/glass. (a) TPP/AgPRs-500. (b) 

TPP/AgPRs-540. (c) TPP/AgPRs-560. (d) TPP/AgPRs-625. (e) TPP/AgPRs-645. (n)TPP/AgPRs-675.

 

Although prominent dips were observed in the region where the LSP was strongly excited 

in the scattering spectra for all TPP/AgPMs-X except for TPP/AgPMs-675, the dips were 

less prominent in the corresponding absorption spectra. These observations suggested that 

our hybrids TPP/AgPMs-500, 540, 560, 625, and 645 were in the regime of absorption 

enhancement with respect to the coupling strength.
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3-3-4. Effect of Enhanced Absorption Over Whole Q-bands 

Although we have succeeded in achieving the absorption enhancement at the region 

where the LSP resonance is strongly excited, absorption enhancement over a wider range 

covering the whole Q-bands may be beneficial in terms of solar light utilization. To 

achieve this, we hybridized TPP and AgPMs-ternary/glass (denoted as TPP/AgPMs-

ternary). The extinction spectrum of AgPMs-ternary/glass is shown in Figure 3-11. 

 

 

Figure 3-11. Extinction spectra on AgPRs-ternary/glass. Dashed lines represent LSP peaks on AgPRs-

500/glass, AgPRs-560/glass, and AgPRs-645/glass. 

 

Three distinct bands were observed at 485, 540, and 598 nm, which were assigned to the 

LSP resonance bands of AgPMs-500, 560, and 645, respectively. The extinction spectrum 

of TPP/AgPMs-ternary, which is shown in Figure 3-12 (a), exhibited four dips at the 

wavelengths corresponding to the Q-band peaks. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 3-12 

(b), while the prominent four dips were observed at the Q-band wavelengths in the 

scattering spectrum, these dips did not appear in the absorption spectrum. These results 

suggested that the strength of interaction between the LSPs of AgPMs-500, 560, and 645 

and the excitons generated in the whole Q-band wavelengths was in the enhanced 

absorption regime. 
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Figure 3-12. Optical property on AgPRs-ternary/glass, TPP/AgPRs-ternary, and TPP/glass. (a) 

Extinction spectra. (b) Absorption and scattering spectra. 
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3-3-5. Effect of Absorption Enhancement on Photodynamics of TPP 

To quantitatively investigate the effect of the absorption enhancement on the 

photodynamics of TPP, the fluorescence excitation spectra of TPP/AgPMs-500, 560, 645, 

and ternary (λem = 720 nm) were measured (Figure 3-13). 

 

 

Figure 3-13. Fluorescence excitation spectra on TPP/AgPRs-500, TPP/AgPRs-560, TPP/AgPRs-645, 

and TPP-ternary (λem = 720) as measured. 

 

The fluorescence radiation was significantly enhanced by excitation in the region of both 

the Soret and Q-bands, as compared to that of TPP/glass. The fluorescence enhancement 

factors at the Q-band peaks were in the range of 11-71 (Figure 3-14). The fluorescence 

enhancement owing to the LSP resonance can be attributed to two mechanisms: the 

photoexcitation enhancement (i.e. absorption enhancement), which is induced when the 

LSP resonance band overlaps with the photoexcitation wavelength, and the acceleration 

in radiative decay rate, which is induced when the LSP resonance band overlaps with the 

fluorescence wavelength. The fluorescence enhancement for the Q-bands excitation could 

be induced by both of these mechanisms because the photoexcitation and fluorescence 

wavelengths overlap with the LSP resonance bands of TPP/AgPMs-500, 560, 645, and 

ternary. On the other hand, the fluorescence was also enhanced by 2.9-6.4 times for the 

Soret band excitation ((e) in Figure 3-14). It is likely that the enhancement is solely 

attributed to the acceleration in the radiative decay rate because the excitation wavelength 

is separated far from the main LSP resonance bands of AgPMs.  
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Figure 3-14. Absorption enhancement at (a) 519 nm, (b) 552 nm, (c) 596 nm, (d) 653 nm (Q-band 

wavelengths), and (e) average absorption enhancement nactors on TPP/AgPRs-500, TPP/AgPRs-560, 

TPP/AgPRs-645, and TPP/AgPRs-ternary. The red lines indicate the standard deviations nor the 

measurements repeated three times. 

 

Thus, the fluorescence enhancement factors were calculated using the fluorescence 

excitation spectra normalized at the Soret band (435 nm, Figure 3-15), which can be 

attributed to the net absorption enhancement. The average enhancement factors for the Q-

bands are shown in (e) in Figure 3-16, obtained by averaging enhancement factors for 

respective Q-band peaks ((a-d) in Figure 3-16). Consequently, TPP/AgPMs-ternary, 

which showed the absorption enhancement uniformly at all the Q-band peaks resulting in 

the enhancement factor of 7.4 ((e) in Figure 3-16). This result indicated that the 

absorption enhancement based on plasmon-exciton coupling was achieved over the broad 
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wavelength region by combined use of AgPMs with different aspect ratios, which points 

to the usefulness of our precise tuning technique of LSP wavelengths. Mandomly 

distributed polydisperse AgPMs would also enhance a wide range of absorption but many 

molecules would be placed out of resonance with AgPMs. Combining AgPMs of which 

the LSP resonance wavelength is precisely tuned to the molecular absorption peak 

positions would be the most efficient strategy in harvesting a spectrum of light. Thus, our 

precise tuning technique is promising for the development of high-performance solar 

devices. 

 

 

Figure 3-15. Normalized nluorescence excitation spectra (λem = 720 nm). 
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Figure 3-16. Absorption enhancement at (a) 519 nm, (b) 552 nm, (c) 596 nm, (d) 653 nm (Q-band 

wavelengths), and (e) average absorption enhancement nactors on TPP/AgPRs-500, TPP/AgPRs-560, 

TPP/AgPRs-645, and TPP/AgPRs-ternary. The red lines indicate the standard deviations nor the 

measurements repeated three times.
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3-4. Conclusion 

We have succeeded in synthesizing AgPMs with well-defined resonance wavelengths, 

which can be precisely tuned over a wide visible region. The difference in resonance 

wavelengths is attributed to the difference in their aspect ratios. The combined use of 

AgPMs with three different aspect ratios led to the absorption enhancement over the whole 

Q-bands, which was demonstrated by their extinction, absorption, and scattering spectra. 

In addition, absorption enhancement factors (up to 7.4 fold) were quantitatively evaluated 

from the fluorescence excitation spectra, which demonstrated the usefulness of our 

protocol to produce AgPMs exhibiting precisely-tuned LSP resonance wavelengths in 

realizing absorption enhancement over the wide visible wavelength region. Thus, the 

combined use of AgPMs with different aspect ratios have a great potential for enhancing 

light-matter interaction in a wide wavelength region, which paves the way for the 

fabrication of high-performance optoelectronic devices including solar cells, 

photocatalysts, and bio-imaging sensors. 
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Conclusion 

 This thesis investigated the effect of the LSP on the photophysical processes of 

porphyrins through various spectroscopic measurements. The result obtained in this thesis 

was summarized as below. 

 

 The effect of the LSP of AgPMs on the photophysical process of a phosphorescent Pd-

porphyrin derivative, which have the rate of the ISC is nearly 1, was investigated in 

Chapter 2. The phosphorescent Pd-porphyrin was hybridized with two AgPMs with 

different aspect ratio. When the LSP wavelength of AgPMs spectrally overlapped with 

the excitation and the fluorescence wavelength of Pd-porphyrin, very intense 

fluorescence emission intensity was observed. By measuring the lifetime of the 

fluorescence, it was found that the lifetime of the excited singlet states of Pd-porphyrin 

in the presence of AgPMs was shortened compared with that in absence of AgPMs, and 

this was suggested that a result of the competition of accelerated fluorescence radiation 

process and intrinsically strong ISC process. Furthermore, the dependence of the spatial 

distance of AgPMs and polymer layer containing Pd-porphyrin on the emission property 

was investigated. While fluorescence intensity was maximum at the position which Pd-

porphyrin was in close proximity to AgPMs, phosphorescence intensity was maximum 

when Pd-porphyrin was far from AgPMs. It was demonstrated that observed opposite 

distance dependences were attributed to the difference in the susceptibility to the metallic 

quenching, which is ascribed to the emission quantum yield. From the result obtained in 

Chapter 2, we succeeded in the emissive modes control between fluorescence and 

phosphorescence of intrinsically phosphorescent Pd-porphyrin by changing the LSP 

wavelength and the spatial distance. 

 The optical property of the hybrids comprised of AgPMs and TPP was investigated in 

Chapter 3. Synthesis method for the AgPMs with precisely-tuned LSP wavelength was 

developed by controlling the irradiation time and the irradiation wavelength of LED. TPP, 

which have four absorption peaks corresponding to Q-bands in visible regions (500 – 700 

nm), was combined with the AgPMs having the LSP wavelength tuned to the Q-bands. 

Spectral dips were observed at the position, which LSP wavelength overlapped with 

absorption peaks of TPP, on the extinction spectra. By measuring the absorption and 

scattering components in the extinction spectra, it was suggested that the dips were 

attributed to the enhanced absorption phenomenon based on the LSP-exciton interaction. 

For quantitative evaluation of absorption enhancement, fluorescence spectra of the 

hybrids combined with TPP and AgPMs were measured. Absorption enhancement up to 

7.4-fold based on the LSP-exciton interaction over the visible wavelength regions was 
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achieved by the combination use of three AgPMs with different LSP wavelength. Towards 

the realization of the absorption enhancement on wide-wavelength regions, we 

demonstrated the usefulness of the protocol developed to prepare AgPMs having LSP 

wavelength precisely tuned. 

 In this thesis, the effects of LSP resonance on the optical property of porphyrin 

derivatives was clarified by fabricating the hybrids of AgPMs and porphyrin derivatives. 

The results, in which demonstrate that the LSP can affect intrinsically strong 

photophysical process such as ISC, will have an impact and an insight on the complicated 

photochemical reaction such as photon upconversion via TTA. Moreover, realizing in the 

absorption enhancement over wide wavelength regions by combination use of different-

sized AgPMs will be guidelines for high-performance optoelectronic devices including 

solar cells, and photocatalysts. Phenomena which has been ever seemed impossible 

should be possible by exploiting the potential of the LSP resonance. 
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